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Mass absorption coefficient of tungsten for 1600–2100 eV
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The transmission of soft x rays with photon energies from 1606 eV to 2106 eV was measured for tungsten
using thin-film samples and a synchrotron source. This region includes theM IV and MV edges. The two
tungsten films had thicknesses of 107.7610 nm and 51.5610 nm; the intensity of the transmitted x rays was
measured with a silicon photodiode. The values for the mass absorption coefficient reported here were deter-
mined from the ratios of the transmission through the two samples, i.e., through a net 56.2614 nm of
tungsten, and some additional constant factors. TheMV,IV edges have widths~10%–90% after background
subtraction! of 3365 eV and 2865 eV, respectively, compared to zero width in all x-ray tables based on
atomic form factors and to 41 eV and 44 eV within a real-space multiple-scattering theory. The measurements
are relevant to microspectroscopy and microtomography of integrated circuit interconnects and may be appli-
cable to accurate measurement of the mass absorption coefficients of similar dense elements.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.064111 PACS number~s!: 78.70.Dm, 34.50.Bw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, thicknesses of parts of an integrated circuit
terconnect were measured using transmission coeffici
obtained from scanning transmission x-ray microsco1

~STXM! and mass absorption coefficients from x-ray table2

A similar study, comparing thickness information from tran
mission coefficients, atomic force microscopy, and tomog
phy, was performed on a germanium test pattern with s
micron features.3 STXM has also been used to obtain thre
dimensional information on integrated circuit interconne
using tomography.4–6 For tomography to be efficient a tran
mission factor close toe22 is desirable;7 for a sample of a
given size and material, this indicates that the mass abs
tion coefficient should be in a certain parameter range
suitable mass absorption coefficient can be selected onl
adjusting the photon energy; hence, x-ray tables are a co
nient tool for designing x-ray tomography experiments.

Chantler8,9 suggested that there is an uncertainty of up
a factor of 3 in the 1–3 keV region in the tabulated ma
absorption coefficients, in contrast to the 5% uncertainty
timate also given recently10 and 30% quoted in Ref. 1. En
ergies just below the siliconK edge at 1839 eV were used
STXM studies of integrated circuit interconnects1,4–6 to
achieve near-optimal penetration7 through several microme
ters of silica. Among the materials commonly found in int
grated circuit interconnects,11 tungsten has two absorptio
features in this region, theMV at 1809 eV and theM IV at
1872 eV.2 We were motivated to measure theMV edge to
improve the reliability of using x-ray transmission to obta
depth information as well as to understand the line shap
assess the prospects for using it for microspectroscop
integrated circuit interconnect samples. We measured
M IV edge, the spin-orbit split partner of theMV as well.

The measurements presented here cover the spectra
gion continuously from 1606 to 2106 eV. Previous measu
ments of the mass absorption coefficient of tungsten in
0163-1829/2002/65~6!/064111~5!/$20.00 65 0641
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spectral region have been limited to theKa emission lines of
Al and Si at 1487 and 1739 eV, respectively.12,13

II. EXPERIMENT

Two thin films of tungsten were made by Luxel Corpor
tion using ion-assisted deposition using 400 eV argon io
The manufacturer reported a thickness of 107.7610 nm and
51.5610 nm for the two films, as measured by profilomet
~All uncertainties quoted herein are total with a 95% con
dence interval.! The key parameter is the difference in thic
ness, 56.2614 nm. The samples were floated onto Lex
substrates of thickness 229.5620 nm and 222.5620 nm,
respectively. The 7628 nm difference in the thickness o
the substrates is neglected because Lexan is a polymer
hence its attenuation length2 ranges from 9 to 21mm across
1606–2106 eV. The samples were held at room tempera
in an aluminum box wrapped in a sealed plastic bag cont
ing desiccant for 3.5 years before the x-ray measureme
The samples appeared uniform when inspected visually
microscope just prior.

The measurements were made at beamline 2-ID-B of
Advanced Photon Source~APS!.14 The undulator beam is
monochromatized by a water-cooled spherical grating mo
chromator with a constant deviation angle of 4.5°,
rhodium-coated grating with ion-etched laminar grooves, a
adjustable entrance and exit slits. Harmonics of the undul
fundamental energy are effectively suppressed above
keV by two rhodium-coated mirrors operating in tandem a
grazing incidence angle of 1.25°. Including the diffractio
efficiency of the grating, harmonic content is conservativ
estimated to be below 1%. The incident photon energy w
scanned from 2106 eV to 1606 eV in 5 eV steps and se
rately from 1906 eV to 1806 eV in 1 eV steps with 1
observation time per data point. Both the samples and
photodiode were in air. Scans with the samples remo
from the beam were also made. The x-ray beam had an
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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nular cross section with 98mm outer diameter and 40mm
inner diameter. The flux transmitted by the sample was
tected with an International Radiation Detectors Inc., AXU
100-Ti2 absolute calibrated silicon photodiode with a 1
nm Ti filter. These photodiodes are known to have excell
response uniformity, very stable quantum efficiency, a
NIST-traceable responsivity over the 100–4000 eV pho
energy range.15 The monochromator resolution ranged fro
DE55.1 eV at 2106 eV toDE53.0 at 1606 eV; a secon
run was taken withDE58.6 eV at 2106 eV, becomingDE
55.0 eV at 1606 eV, calculated for the beamline parame
with a method presented earlier.16

Although the thickness of the films was measured,
areal mass density has additional uncertainty. The bulk d
sity of tungsten is 19.3 g/cm3. However, thin films may, in
an unusual case, have a density as low as 0.5 times the
density.17 We take this factor to be 0.960.1, based on the
experience of the vendor in making similar samples, lead
to the valuer517.461.9 g/cm3.

The raw photodiode current data was normalized by
current in the APS storage ring. Due to the presence of
con in the beamline optics and the photodiode, a pronoun
Si K edge was evident in the data. We added a constant v
of 6 eV to the nominal calibration of the beamline mon
chromator to set the known position~1839 eV! of this edge.
We relied on a calibration of the monochromator perform
previously to set the energy scale.

We determine the transmission coefficient of the diff
ence in thickness of the tungsten films from the formula

T5
I thick /I ring-thick

I thin /I ring-thin

where I thick is photodiode current with the thick sample
place andI ring-thick is the corresponding ring current~re-
corded separately for each 1 s interval!; similar definitions
hold for the thin sample. This method has the advantag
correcting for the beamline, air path, and detector effici
cies. The incident x-ray intensity was proportional to the ri
current, which was nearly constant during our observat
period. The only difference between thin and the th
samples was theinterior tungsten in the thicker sample. Th
substrates were negligibly different, as argued above; m
over, the two materials had nearly identical surface prop
ties ~oxides, etc.!, so the experiment was reasonably immu
to surface effects. Also, there were no unexpected x-
lines, which rules out contamination from 23 elements~Si,
Se-Y, Sm-Ir!. Gullikson and co-workers have made a simi
argument for a related measurement.18 The reproducibility of
the measurement is 10% in the worst case; this figure
taken as the uncertainty. Consistent with the literature,
present values for the mass absorption coefficienth @conven-
tionally @m/r# ~Ref. 8!# in cm2/g, taking the atomic weigh
of W to be 183.84 amu (1 amu51.660 538 733 10224 g).
The mass absorption coefficient is determined from Be
law

T5e2hrt,
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wherer is the mass density andt is the sample thickness~or
thickness difference in our case!. Explicitly, h5
2(lnT)/(rt). The figures below are presented on a semi
arithmic scale so that the reader may easily assess the a
of a constant factor~e.g., due to uncertainties inrt) by a
rigid shift. The quantityrt has an uncertainty of627%.
Despite the dramatic change in the responsivity of the sys
at the siliconK edge, there is no hint of an artifact at th
edge in the transmission coefficient data. We note that
small W fluorescence background which will have be
present in the experiment posed a negligible contribution
these uncertainties, primarily due to the low yield ofM fluo-
rescence at these energies and the limited solid angle of
detector. In the following discussion, we consider only t
data taken at the higher-energy resolution. The low
resolution data were only used to estimate the uncertaint
the former, namely,610%.

In Fig. 1, our data are compared to experimental m
absorption data on tungsten in this spectral region which
were able to find in the literature. Our value for the ma
absorption coefficient is higher, agreeing within uncertaint
with one experiment, but not the second.

III. COEFFICIENT BELOW THE ABSORPTION
THRESHOLD

In the absence of an absorption threshold, the mass
sorption coefficienth usually decreases with the photon e
ergyE ash(E)5h0E2a whereh0 is a material-specific con
stant anda, to a certain extent, a universal constant.19 The
present data obey such a relationship, as shown in Fig
and 2. An exponent may be derived from the two previo

FIG. 1. Mass absorption coefficient, as measured in presen
periment and from line source data@diamonds~Ref. 12! and 1
~Ref. 13!#. The larger error bar gives our uncertainty in the absol
value of our data within a 95% confidence interval; on the semi
arithmic plot, this uncertainty permits a rigid shift of the data. T
smaller error bar denotes the relative uncertainty for the mass
sorption coefficient at any given energy including both pointw
errors and drifts. Two runs are presented: using3 symbols for data
taken with 5 eV spacing over the full range and using a solid l
for data taken from 1806 to 1906 eV. The dash-dotted line i
power-law fit to the present data from 1606 to 1801 eV.
1-2
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measurements; these values and the value of the expo
are given in Table I. The two values measured from l
sources are in rough agreement and both are consistent
the present value within our uncertainty.

There have been several comprehensive tabulations o
x-ray spectra of many or all elements over broad spec
ranges.2,9,20 The subject has been reviewed recently with
100-year perspective.10 The ~relatively featureless! results
are shown in Fig. 2. It may be seen that neither tabulatio
in agreement with our measurements to within the joint
certainty of the present measurement and the tables.

The mass absorption coefficient is dominated by pho
electric absorption, with corrections for W in this ener
regime being well below 1%.9 Accordingly, it is appropriate
to compare the measured data to calculations of the ph
electric cross section. We have performed a calculation u
a popular real-space multiple-scattering modelFEFF8.10,21,22

which was developed as a tool for the analysis of x-ray
sorption fine structure. Nevertheless, the code produces
solute values for cross sections, which are shown be
threshold in Fig. 2~after division by the atomic mass of W!.
The calculation includes all seven N shells; O shells
omitted. ~A calculation we performed within the relativisti
time-dependent local density approximation23 indicates that
this is a 5% approximation.! Again, the calculated values ar
well below the present measured values. The small predi
x-ray absorption fine structure is less than our experime
uncertainty.

We also performed an atomic calculation with the relat
istic time-dependent local density approximation~RT-
DLDA !, with and without dielectric screening. Some of t
parameters are given in Table I; agreement with the pre
experiment is quite good. However, the RTDLDA cross s
tion is too small both above and below threshold by abou
factor of 2.

FIG. 2. Mass attenuation coefficient from present experim
(3), line source data@diamonds~Ref. 12! and 1 ~Ref. 13!#, two
comprehensive x-ray tables~short dashed line~Ref. 2! and dotted
line ~Ref. 9!, and presentFEFFcalculation~Refs. 21 and 22! includ-
ing all N shells within atomic~solid line! and solid-state~long
dashed line! approximations. Error bars denote uncertainties as
scribed in the caption to Fig. 1. The dot-dashed line is a power-
fit to the present data.
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IV. COEFFICIENT ABOVE THE ABSORPTION
THRESHOLD

The transition widths are presented in Table I. TheFEFF

calculation and both variants of the RTDLDA calculatio
give a reasonable account of the transition widths. To ens
numerical accuracy, theFEFF results were calculated usin
full multiple scattering21 within 100 eV of each threshold
From the early days of quantum mechanics, it has been
ditional to consider transitions at x-ray edges to be abrupt19,24

although it has also been known from that period that
transitions are continuous if resolved on a fine enough
ergy scale.19 Abrupt x-ray transitions are a feature of a
x-ray tabulations of which we are aware.2,9,20,25The models
have a zero width for x-ray transitions which arises with
the Dirac-Fock atomic model.9 A zero width is not necessar
ily a feature of atomic theory as exemplified by the relat
istic time-dependent local density approximation.23 In con-
trast, FEFF begins with an embedded-atom model whi
includes contributions from the potentials of the neighbor
atoms.26

To focus on theMV,IV edges, we opt to present all theo
and measurements above threshold with the backgro
from lower-energy transitions subtracted~our data and the
tables2,9! or omitted~FEFF calculations!, as appropriate. The
subtraction follows the power law formula discussed abo
and in Table I; see also Fig. 1. The results, along with
calculation performed by us using theFEFF 8.10 code, are
shown in Fig. 3. The results of Refs. 2 and 9 are alm
identical on this plot, so only one is presented. The tab

TABLE I. Two parameters related to the mass absorption co
ficient of W: the exponenta relating the mass absorption coefficie
and the energy viah5E2a below the threshold and jump ratiot of
theMV contribution to theM IV contribution of the mass absorptio
coefficient of W. ‘‘General values’’ refers to averages over ma
elements from experiments performed in the early days of quan
mechanics. ‘‘Statistical ratio’’ is the ratio of the number of electro
in the 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 orbitals. The symbolsDEMV

andDEMIV
refer

to the energy difference between the 10% and 90% values in
transition. IPA is the independent particle approximation and R
DLDA includes screening of the external x ray with the relativis
time-dependent local density approximation.

a t DEMV
DEMIV

Tablea 2.17 1.49 0 0
Tableb 2.10 1.58 0 0
Expt.c 2.74
Expt.d 2.23
Present IPAe 2.07 1.73 37 32
Present RTDLDAe 2.58 1.36 36 35
Present FEFFf 2.36 1.57 41 44
Present expt. 2.7460.81 1.3060.30 3365 2865
General valuesg 2.5–3
Statistical ratio 1.5

aReference 2.
bReference 9.
cReference 12.
dReference 13.

eReference 23.
fReference 21 and 22.
gReference 19.
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and the present experiment are in agreement within the
certainties after the transition is completed; they differ ra
cally for the widths. The tables caution that they are not va
near transition edges, particularly since solid-state effects
stronger there. The data are also in agreement with the
sults of theFEFFmodel within the experimental uncertaintie
although at higher energies a possible discrepancy is em
ing. On the experimental side, this may be due either
inaccurate background subtraction below the threshold o
a measurement error in the high-energy region. The
structure is too small to be observed with our uncertaint
As remarked before, the RTDLDA model~not plotted! leads
to values about a factor of 2 too low.

Also shown in Table I is the jump ratiot of the MV to
M IV transitions, using peak to trough values for the expe
ment and theories which yield a finite width. If one assum
that the only effect of spin-orbit splitting is to divide th
electrons into two otherwise identical groups, the statist
ratio 6/4 will prevail for this quantity. We are not able t
distinguish between the theories and tables by this param
other than to note the screening of the RTDLDA brings
jump ratiot into better agreement with the data.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The mass absorption ratio of tungsten thin films was m
sured over the energy range 1606–2106 eV using sync
tron radiation. Two samples were used to minimize the eff
of the substrate, the sample surface and systematic fa
due to the x-ray source, beamline, and detector. The res
have been compared to data from x-ray tube sources, to x
tables, and to calculations within the models ofFEFF and the
RTDLDA. The transition has a finite width, which is pre

FIG. 3. Mass attenuation coefficient attributable toM-shell
emission, from present experiment (3) and an x-ray table@short
dashed line~Ref. 2!# after subtraction of power-law backgroun
and presentFEFF calculation~Refs. 21 and 22! including only the
M IV,V shells within atomic~solid line! and solid-state~long dashed
line! approximations. TheFEFF calculation is performed within its
x-ray appearance near-edge structure~XANES! version within 100
eV of the M IV and MV edges. The results of Ref. 9 are almo
identical to those of Ref. 2 and so are omitted here.
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dicted by the embedded atom model ofFEFF as well as the
purely atomic model of RTDLDA. It is not predicted by th
zero-width Dirac-Fock approximation. Indeed, above thre
old, FEFF gives an excellent account of the data in this
gime. To understand the origin of the widths we argue t
the transition is broad because the lowest-level unoccup
states in metallic tungsten have 5d character; transitions
from a 3d state are dipole forbidden at threshold. At som
what higher energies the virtual 5f orbitals yield a high den-
sity of states with dipole-allowed transitions.

We suggest, cautiously, that the success of theFEFFmodel
within effective medium theory27 may be suitable for the
construction of tables. For a given atom, there is a particu
density of the electron gas which minimizes that energy.
practice, this density is realized in real compounds, at le
for the case of metallic alloys.28 Hence, for condensed-matte
applications the assumption than an atom is embedded i
electron gas whose density is an energetic minimum may
a better assumption for universal application than the
sumption of a free atom.

For energies below theMV edge, all theories and table
give values which are substantially lower than those obtai
in all published experiments, especially the present one.
though the tables do not claim to be accurate just ab
absorption edges, they do claim accuracy below them.
the tables are not in agreement with the published exp
mental data in this regime. It is not entirely clear how
remedy this problem. The RTDLDA calculation suggests t
dynamic screening effects are significant if agreement w
below the factor-of-2 level is desired.

We were brought to the question of the mass absorp
coefficient near the tungstenMV edge from a attempt to un
derstand two-dimensional~2D! and 3D x-ray images of inte
grated circuit interconnects. In particular, it would be des
able to quantify tungsten in samples using x-ray energ
below the siliconK edge at 1839 eV. This may, in fact, b
possible: for example, we measure the ratio of the tungs
mass absorption coefficient at 1830 eV to its value
1810 eV to be 1.4460.20; since nearly all other elemen
will have a ratio just below unity for this parameter, imagin
at these two energies may yield images with reasonable
though not ideal, contrast.

The results of this study are likely to find broader app
cations to other technologies depending on W thin films a
accurate determination of the mass absorption coefficient
neighboring elements such as tantalum.
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